System, Scotland). A full description is given by Kao et al. (2006) . 78
Both data sets provide source and destination premises, species and number 79 moved, and date. Data were segregated into time periods (years for fish, four-week 80 periods for livestock), with each network described by an adjacency matrix A. Here, 81
A ij = 1 implies movement of animals from node (site) i to node j (zero for no contact). 82
The number of in and out connections for node i are given by k out i and k in i , the total 83 number of nodes by n, and the total number of arcs by M . 84
Graph partitioning

85
Communites were identified for the two datasets using related partitioning algorithms. 86
For the fish network, the measure of community fit used is that defined by 87
where X i is the community 'label' of node i. However, it could be argued that without network activity, such nodes are not part of the 93 network at all (further discussed in the Results section). The livestock network was 94 treated similarly, except that the partition data available were based on undirected edges. 95
For both systems, we employ a 'hill-climbing' algorithm (Newman, 2004; Danon et. 96 al. 2005 ). This begins by assigning each node a unique community label X i = i. Each 97 possible merger of two communities is considered, with that providing the largest 98 positive change in Q accepted. This step is repeated until a maximum Q is reached, for 99 which the corresponding community assignments are taken as the 'best fit'. Though other 100 algorithms may find improved partitions, this one has the benefit of being practicable on 101 very large networks such as that for livestock movements. 102 
Entropy measures
Also, an n × n matrix is defined containing the 108 frequency combinations of communities in both X and Y : and that of the matrix of community combinations, the 'joint entropy' H(U,V ). 113
amount of information shared between the two partitions -and thus their similarity -116 with a lower bound of zero, but no upper bound. For comparison between networks, a 117 normalised measure of similarity is required. A simple approach is to scale I by its 118 maximum potential value (it cannot exceed the minimum of H(U ) and H(V )), giving the 119 normalised mutual information 0 ≤ NMI 1 ≤ 1: 120
.
Alternatively, we can scale by the geometric mean of these two quantities (Strehl et al. 121 2002), 0 ≤ NMI 2 ≤ NMI 1 : 122 is less agreement between network communities than would be expected by chance. 130
This definition of AMI is similar in form to that of Cohen's Kappa statistic, and has a lower 131 value than NMI 1 except where E 0 (I(U,V )) is vanishingly small. counted:
, as well as pairs that were in the same 143 community in both partitions:
From these values, the probability that a pair of nodes present in the same 146 community in partition X are also in the same community in partition Y was calculated: 147
. However, this metric is not necessarily symmetric with respect 148 to X and Y , unlike the earlier measures. Instead, the geometric mean of both possible 149 probabilites was taken:P = a √ xy (Wallace, 1983 ; quoted in Meilȃ, 2007) . These 150 probabilities benefit from being easily interpretable. A further pair-based measure of 151 clustering similarity, the Rand index R = a+b n(n−1) (Rand, 1971) , was also calculated. 152
Again, these measures do not equal zero under the null hypothesis that the two 153 partitions are independent. The statistical significance of both was determined through a 154 permutation test and -as with the mutual information -standardised according to 155
, where φ is the measure of interest, giving an adjusted Rand index 156 AR and an adjusted probability related toP , AP . 157
Results and Discussion
158
For the salmon movement network (n = 502), the unadjusted indices NMI 1 ,P and R gave 159 numbers of different magnitude, despite their apparent normalisation (Table 1 ). This 160 reflects their different values under their null models. AP index of ∼ 0.3 is easily 161 interpretable as the proportion of same-community node pairs that persist across both 162 partitions. Once 'adjusted', the range of values was narrower, with the pair-based indicespermutation test was amended for the fish network to account for variation in the activity 166 of nodes between years: Those nodes with no links were not considered during the 167 reshuffling process to prevent their single-node communities being spuriously reassigned 168 to other nodes. 169
For the much larger livestock network (n = 141607; see supplementary animation), 170 networks were built from four-week periods of data. As with the fish network, all 171 correlations were statistically significant (P < 0.05). These networks show a marked 172 seasonal pattern (Kao et al. 2006 ) with a higher density of arcs due to an autumn peak in 173 sheep trading. This seasonality was still noticeable despite normalisation as a peak in 174 AMI values for networks 13 four-week periods (i.e. one year) apart (Fig. 1) . Though this 175 peak may represent a real similarity in the trading structure at particular times of year, 176
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